Narrative Review: Effects of Social Marketing Intervention on Physical Activity promotion Among the Elderly
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Background: Social marketing emphasizes the use of commercial marketing concepts and their application for social purposes and also the change of voluntary behavior in a nonprofit manner. This study mainly aimed to examine the effectiveness of social marketing in changing the physical activity of the elderly. Besides, this study sought to determine the extent to which the Andreason social marketing criteria have been targeted in social marketing interventions.

Methods: This was a narrative review study that investigated social marketing interventions to promote elderly physical activity, during 2000-2019. The scientific databases (Elmnet, SID, Irandoc, Civilica, Medline, ScienceDirect, Google Scholar, Web of Science, ProQuest, and Emerald) were searched between February and March 2019. The searched keywords included physical activity, social marketing, the elderly, social marketing mix, improving physical activity level, social marketing intervention, social marketing campaigns, and the Andrasen criteria. Finally, nine articles entered the study. Then, the mixed marketing components were extracted from the interventions, and six benchmarks of the Andrasen social marketing interventions were analyzed.

Results: Most articles employed four components of the marketing mix. No intervention had applied the six measures of the Andrasen social marketing criteria. Also, five studies reported positive behavioral changes. However, other studies have reported no change in negative behavior. According to the evidence gathered in our study, social marketing offers an effective behavioral change approach to increase physical activity in the elderly.

Conclusion: The present findings provide the basis for comprehensive and effective social marketing interventions.
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1. Introduction

Population aging is one of the most important challenges of general hygiene in the present decade [1]. Physical inactivity is a major concern among the elderly so that the elderly and health research has emphasized it. Furthermore, evidence shows the decrease of physical activity by aging [2]. The result of inactivity and motor poverty is a failure, containing various physical, mental, and social aspects [3]. One in four adults around the world has inadequate physical activity [4]. According to the World Health Organization, the population above 60 years old around the world will grow up to two milliards by 2050. Also, in the same report, it is predicted that 35% of the Iranian population will be among the elderly by 2050. The elderly are the most inactive population among the adults so that 30% to 80% of inactive people belong to this age range [5].

Social marketing is a behavioral change approach that can increase physical activity among the elderly [6]. The term “social marketing” was initially mentioned by Kotler and Zaltman in 1971. Social marketing is to apply concepts and commercial marketing methods for voluntary changes in the appropriate social behavior [7]. The ultimate purpose of social marketing includes individual and societal welfare but not organization profitability; this distinguishes social marketing from the other marketing aspects [8].

Andreasen has introduced the key criterion for social marketing success; the criterion has been used in lots of research to measure social marketing intervention. Regarding the success of behavioral change initiatives in physical activities, our extensive understanding of the success criterion of social marketing intervention is very important. The first criteria are behavioral objectives, that is social marketing influences on behavior besides awareness and insight. The second criteria include exchanges. According to this, the prerequisite to form trade between two people or groups is that the profits resulted from having desired product should be more than the cost paid for getting it. Voluntary exchange on behavior also constitutes the basis of social marketing programs. To accept a new behavior or to leave an old behavior, the perceived costs of the behavior (or leaving it) should not be higher than the perceived profits of the behavior (or leaving it). In this way, the audience voluntarily accepts our suggested idea or behavior and uses it [9].

Audience research in social marketing contains the awareness of ideas, demands, needs, and preferences of the target group and providing appropriate service, idea, or behavior. During all stages of designing and implementing programs based on social marketing patterns, paying attention to the audience and moving toward meeting their needs are observed [10]. Applied research to access needed products and materials to implement social marketing programs is named formative research that creates the audience-centric and bottom-up look, and not expert-centric and up-bottom one in behavioral modification interventions [11]. Moreover, paying attention to competition principle and understanding audience market behavior is the success key to use social marketing perspective. If we accept that behavior is a product bought by the audience group and the costs are paid for getting it, we should also accept that there is competition in this market like other various markets [10]. Audience segmentation is how the audience groups of behavior change programs in health areas are usually formed by people and subgroups with different demographic, economic, social, geographical, cultural, and behavioral characteristics. Thus, transforming this heterogeneous group into small homogenous groups can increase the effectiveness of the programs aimed at behavior modification. Besides using demographic, economic, social, and geographical variables, this process also employs patterns and theories that could determine the behavioral condition in the audience group.

Focus on the elements of the marketing mix is a key concept in marketing and is defined as “a set of controlable instruments that, by mixing them, accountability to target market and audience group will be possible”. The mixed market is also called 4P that is originated from the first letters of the terms product, price, place, and promotion. Discussing social marketing, the product predicates a new behavior and the advantages of the behavior on the target group. Also, price is suggestive of the price that consumer incurs on exchange for new behavior, and more shows dissatisfaction that people manifest while adapting to new behaviors. The place also refers to a site or market where the exchange happens. To form a new behavior, environmental factors help facilitate this adaptation. And at last, an increase of efforts to communicate with the target group is rooted in communication with product’s advantages. Here it is worthwhile noting that advertising can be a great part of a promotion strategy and not all of that [12].

Exercise can improve the physical aspects of the elderly’s lives, such as power, mobility, balance, flexibility, and cardiovascular situation, and also expand cognitive performance and the feeling of health [13, 14]. A study in Isfahan City found that 86.3% of the elderly had an
improper physical activity based on the World Health Organization ranking [15]. Despite improvement in life situation and increase in health level, the physical activity level of the elderly has reduced, especially in industrial countries [16]. Efforts to increase participation in physical activity among the elderly have been usually influenced by obstacles, like the lack of motivation, time, social capital, health poverty, and proper facilities [17, 18]. Ramirez et al. emphasized the positive role of social marketing in changing harmful behaviors and turning them into useful categories related to health; the success these authors attained in the food industry and the proper food consumption is also generalizable to other categories like physical activity [19].

Extensive studies are conducted on social marketing intervention to improve the elderly’s physical health, however, each study considered a special aspect that was not addressed by other studies. These suggest the necessity of a systematic review, so that information on various studies is comprehensively provided to researchers, executive authorities, and policymakers; it helps futurology inside the country and compiling necessary policies on the elderly. Therefore, this research mainly seeks to systematically examine social marketing efficiency in changing the elderly’s physical activity. Besides, it aimed to determine the usage rate of the Andreasen social marketing criterion in various studies performed in this context. The reason why the study emphasizes the Andreasen perspective is the comprehensiveness of the approach and the fact that this theory has been frequently emphasized in various studies.

2. Methods

Concerning the procedure, this research was a narrative review. The statistical population of the systematic study included all research articles done by aiming at improving physical activity among the elderly. Various databases were used to identify articles. To find Persian articles, an internet search was done in the domestic databases of Emnnet, SID, Irandoc, and Civilica. Also, for English articles, we searched the foreign databases, including Medline, ScienceDirect, Google Scholar, Web of Science, ProQuest, and Emerald. The databases were searched between February and March 2019. Information needed at the first step was collected by searching keywords, including physical activity, social marketing, the elderly, social marketing mix, improving physical activity level, social marketing intervention, social marketing campaigns, and Andreasen’s criteria.

Data extraction

Data extraction was done using a form containing the author’s name, study year, study purpose, study type, target group, size of the population studied, and the most important results. According to a checklist with various questions for quality assessment, two referees independently studied data and assessed their quality. High agreement between the two referees caused the third referee not to be used.

Criteria of study inclusion and exclusion

- Resources Published from 2000 to 2019,
- Resources in Persian or English languages,
- Complete and downloadable article text,
- The social marketing mix should be used in the articles.

Moreover, an extra search was done with the same strategies among unpublished articles, conferences, reports, and theses. Retrieved articles were included in the Endnote software. Also, the whole process of performing and writing the study was evaluated according to the Preferred Reporting Items for Systematic Reviews and Meta-Analyses (PRISMA) checklist [20]. Repeated and common articles in the abovementioned databases were removed, and 368 studies were screened in the second step. The screening criteria in this step included having relevance to the study subject (title and abstract) and removing irrelevant articles; articles the purpose of which were not physical activity were removed. Besides, articles the target population of which was not the elderly were removed. Furthermore, review and educational articles were removed in this step, and 142 studies remained. Regarding the screening criteria in the third step (ie, removing the article by examining articles’ complete text), because of insufficient and unsuitable information and low quality of the articles, among 142 studies remained, nine articles relevant to the subject and purpose of the current research were finally recognized and included in the study. Figure 1 shows the details of the process.

3. Results

Nine articles entered the study. Based on the publication years, one article was published between 2000 and 2005, five articles between 2006 and 2012, and three articles between 2013 and 2019. Table 1 shows the results.
Behavioral objectives

All interventions examined in the research had expressed specific behavioral objectives and some of them reported the positive outcomes of behavioral change. For example, three investigations had determined at least 30 minutes in a day as the behavioral objective [23-25].

Segmentation

One investigation [22] had set two groups of women with the age range of 60 to 79 years as a goal and provided various types of physical activities proportionate to the needs and abilities of each group. The first program included women who were interested in physical activity but not engaged enough in regular walking activity owing to backache and knee pain. The second group included women who did the flexibility and strength activities daily at regular times; this group had also backache and knee pain. Another study [23] conducted a multilevel intervention and set the residents of Sao Paulo state, Brazil as a goal population, including the elderly above the age of 60 years, workers, and university students. This intervention considered the specified application and material for each group. The final intervention reported the use of a technique to attract the minority population of the region; this intervention designed an application for social media advertisement by African-American artists [24]. Two final interventions reported positive behavioral outcomes.

Figure 1. Flowchart of the literature search process, adapted from PRISMA checklist [20]
Formative research

All investigations examined reported formative research. The most common method for formative research was the use of a “focus group”. Furthermore, secondary research, observation, interview, and experimental design were used in interventions. For example, one of the investigations used group interviews with beneficiaries and key informative interviews and focused on people with more than 60 years of age in the church [21]. Another research involved a focus group with 30 people who had regular walking and 34 people who didn’t have regular physical activity to capture information about their beliefs toward regular walking with medium intensity [24]. Also, previous studies have used religious teachings about physical activity and health and speech by religious authorities [15].

Exchange

In the study, three interventions included clear exchange evidence. People were paid 20 dollars to participate in balance classes [22]. Also, movies and DVDs were offered for participants on aerobic, flexibility, and strength activities. The pedometer was sold or rented to participants, and the facilities for acting were accessible for hiring [22]. In other investigations, participants had voluntary activity for 22 hours a week, on average, and for 15 hours a week; they also received grant-in-aid (150 to 200 US dollars monthly). Voluntaries were forced to do physical, social, and cognitive activities [26]. One of the investigations included participation in the ExerStart program and doing quadruple exercises related to the elderly’s independence [27].

Competition

According to the results, five interventions competed to capture target behavior. Three interventions mentioned other organizations and campaigns as competitors, one intervention offered other recreational facilities and sports programs as competitors, and one intervention expressed its program as being inexpensive to compete with other programs.
Marketing mix

In the current research, all interventions have applied the marketing mix promotion element (Table 2). Most interventions have applied four marketing mix elements. The findings of each part are provided in the following.

Product: most of the interventions studied provided products, most of which were intangible, like events [23], learning programs [22, 25], voluntarily program and physical activity [26], participation in balance classes [21], and participation in the ExerStart program [27]. However, some interventions provided tangible products, like a pedometer, videotape, the educational movie of strength and flexibility movements [22], and a map of walking paths [28].

Promotion: advertising programs related to the promotion of physical education were observed in all interventions. Marketing interventions applied an extensive range of advertising instruments to increase awareness and promote activities related to the target behavior. The most common printed instruments included posters, brochures, newsletters, and educational pamphlets, or using social media, such as television, radio, and newspaper. As well, some interventions created a website, and some others used word-of-mouth advertising. One investigation [24] only
used the promotion element among the four marketing mix elements; it can be categorized as social advertising [29].

Place: most of the interventions owned places, hence, the product was available for behavior change. Common places included workplaces and religious places, like churches and mosques [15, 21, 23, 28].

Price: loan and grant-in-aid were expressed to prepare pedometers and buy movies [22]. In other investigations, 20 dollars was mentioned as the cost of participation at balance classes [21]. Some groups paid costs related to voluntary work [26]. But in another research, time was expressed as the price of doing target behavior [28]. Interestingly, treatment costs and time were not mentioned in the interventions, instead, monetary costs were mentioned.

4. Discussion

The current research aimed at a narrative review of social marketing intervention to improve the elders’ physical activity. After searching the various scientific databases, nine articles that worked on intervention were finally examined; five articles reported positive behavioral changes. This is while other investigations have not reported negative behavioral changes. Evidence gathered in our study shows that social marketing is an effective behavioral change approach to increase physical activity among the elderly. Examples of positive behavioral changes in the research were an increase in knowledge, awareness, and self-efficacy. According to studies, research that completely implements the marketing mix is more likely to capture positive behavioral changes [29]. Evidence shows that if the Andreasen criterion is met in social marketing intervention, we can see positive behavioral changes more.

According to the research, social marketing is effective in improving the elder’s physical activity and might be among strategies that ensure general health. If social marketing intervention meets six Andreasen criteria, it will have a high potential for behavioral change [29]. The research examined in the study met no Andreasen criterion among six ones. Particularly, audience-oriented criteria and exchange in interventions were less considered among others. Although the promotion element was applied in the interventions of all research studied, most of them did not suggest evident and tangible product interventions, except in two investigations where participants were provided with pedometer and walking map as final products. Future research may suggest more tangible products that would facilitate behavioral change and target audiences to spend eagerly for easier exchange. This also helps behavior to be stable in the long term. Importantly, among research that reported positive behavioral change, four considered the competition element; this adds to its importance and role. Also, two interventions performed the audience segregation. To use each of these indices in social marketing interventions, being proportionate to various groups’ needs is very important for behavioral change.

All investigations studied postulated more interventions for stable behavioral change in the context of social marketing to improve the elderly’s physical activity. Prevention is better and more inexpensive than treatment [30]. Also, it is predicted that the number of the elderly above 60 years of age would be two milliards by 2050 [4], in addition, a great part of the elderly are immobile. Thus, purposeful interventions should be considered for logical and principal confrontation with this situation. So, more attention to various levels and more extensive and less restrictive thinking in social marketing is increasing. Since besides the individual behavioral change, community welfare is also considered in social marketing, a complementary approach to the idea is to have a comprehensive look at three social change levels: micro, moderate, and macro [31]. While social marketing focused on individual behavioral change (micro) by commercial marketing techniques in the past, this is a descending and up-bottom outlook that may restrict our minds [32]. More attention to micro and medium social marketing catches our attention to the governments; politicians; lobbying actions; and protection initiatives related to the organizations, groups, and ultimately more extensive attitudes. This insight can help accurately determine the problem reason, hence, it increases our ability to change environmental factors to facilitate change at the individual level that will ultimately favor the society [32].

5. Conclusion

According to the research results, if the abovementioned factors are considered and implemented well, we can expect that the ultimate mission of social marketing, which is to institutionalize desirable behavior and have its benefits, would be emerged. Promoting the physical activity of the elderly leads to promoting health and welfare, creating a healthier and stronger society, decreasing treatment costs, increasing social interactions, creating an active society, increasing self-assertion and self-esteem, and ultimately, being active in life. Concerning numerous advantages of the elderly’s physical activity, designing and coherently implementing the marketing mix, by considering the Andreasen criterion, can lead to insights and behavior change. Hence, senior managers and policymakers must pay attention to the crucial role of social marketing.
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